State Child Trafficking In the UK
On the 24th March 2003, at 9am Maureen Spalek‟s two youngest children were taken on an unlawful Police Protection
Order. At the time her 2 children were in care of their grandmother, in a place of safety and free from harm, or risk from
harm, when removed by Merseyside Police at the behest of Liverpool Social Services. There has never been any report
submitted to the family courts explaining the grounds on which the authorities felt necessary to have taken the two children
from their grandmother.
It is important to note that the Court needs to be aware of the legal reasons as to why the two children were removed into
care, as the Court is obliged to reach a “threshold criteria” Only when this is met can the Court continue the child care
proceedings “if not then the children must be returned to the family”.
In this case no “threshold criteria” could have been reached. As reports were never placed before the Court there is
compelling evidence to support this fact. As such the child care proceedings, up to and including the adoption of the two
children are without question legally flawed and article (8) of the Human Rights Act has clearly been breached. However, the
family court refused to acknowledge this fact and act upon it according to law.
It is also important to note that the actions of the courts, and concerned authorities, have been driven by the need to reach
Government set out targets, which show more compelling evidence. This is State Trafficking.

Adoption Targets and Rewards!
People still find it hard to believe that in the UK secret family courts are taking thousands of children annually from parents
that have never been accused or charged, let alone convicted of a crime. Yet that is exactly what is happening right now!
These children are split up permanently from their grief stricken families for the rest of their lives. They are then given up
for adoption to anonymous strangers so that government adoption targets can be met. Local authorities can be rewarded by
massive extra funding from central government under public service agreements. Just look at this answer to a parliament
question by the Secretary of State!

Adoption Standards
Tim Loughton: To ask the Secretary of state for Children, Schools and Families which local authorities have received
payments from central government for achieving adoption target levels and how much each received in each of the last three
years. {151067}
John Healey: I have been asked to reply. Thirty local authorities have been rewarded for successfully achieving adoption
targets in their local public service agreements (LPSA). The better outcomes and amount of „performance reward grant‟
(PRG) each has received over the three years 2004/05 to 2006/07 in relation to their performance in these targets is set out in
the following table.
In addition, 13 local authorities did not achieve the adoption targets in their local (PSA) and hence received no PRG for this
target. One local authority is still to make a claim.
Local PSAs - which are negotiated between local authorities and central government policy departments, facilitated by the
DCLG - have helped to incentivise local authorities and partners to provide better public services to their citizens around
priorities for improvement locally.
Evaluation shows they have been successful in doing this, with real benefits in improved outcomes for local people and
communities.
3rd Sept 2007: Column 1703W (I will single out just two of relevance}
Cheshire County Council £ 685,134.00 Paid
Liverpool City Council £ 347,404.00 Paid
Mock Trial of Maureen Spalek 7th June 2010 in Warrington Magistrates Court
Having been a victim of Warrington Borough Council and Cheshire Constabulary for some 30 years regarding matters
involving grand scale corruption that had been highly engineered by an active Paedeophile Donald Cassidy who had links in
both institutions, arrested December 2001, released and did a runner, and never seen or heard of ever since.
After reading of the above case I made it my business to send a letter to the Clerk of the Magistrates Court in Warrington in
support of Maureen Spalek, knowing perfectly well that it would never see the light of day, and that‟s exactly what
happened.
Her crime was sending a birthday card to her son. You couldn‟t make it up but they certainly can. Her supporters came from
various parts of the Country: Stoke, Midlands, Manchester, Windermere, Liverpool, Bangor etc, and all out of their own
pocket.
The Police and Court knew perfectly well of this support and deliberately delayed the trial until after 12 o-clock.
Nobody was allowed to speak and the press was also barred. Six armed Police officers came on the scene from their Police
Station almost next door thinking that there would be some trouble but got their eyes wiped because nobody said a word.

But instead of it being thrown out, it finished up with the lady judge telling the two sides to get their heads together and
return on the 29th June 2010, but rest assured we will return.

Second Trial 29th June 2010
After doing my home work I made it my business to make sure that the Judge had possession of the above before the trial,
and that‟s exactly what happened because she mention it being on YOU YUBE which she couldn‟t have known.
A Guardian journalist was also present, and in the afternoon she turned completely sympathetic with the Defendant and even
commended her and her supporters for being dignified throughout, and said that was the only way that she would ever get
her children back and the route to take to do so. She squashed the charges, which she claimed carried a 5 years prison
sentence, and drafted up a document which says that she mustn‟t go within 200 meters of the Adopted people who have her
children for 5 years, and allowed to send them a birthday and Christmas card each year.
Maureen Was Again Arrested on Saturday Morning In Her Home And Taken To Belle Vale Police Station Liverpool
For Sending A Text A Month Ago 3rd July 2010
What a job I had last night to contact this Police Station or any other in Merseyside, until eventually I was given their phone
number via another Police Force, which only lasted about a minute because after I told their Police officer that she had just
resolved these matters (Above)
He abruptly put the phone down. They are clearly uncomfortable when people ask questions, particularly about the ready
availability of scarce Police resources to arrest a 5ft lady in Merseyside.
So I phoned them again this morning knowing that they change over night and a far better Police officer told me that she
now wasn‟t there which was confirmed by email from Maureen but they have kept her mobile phone?
This is the same Police force who have pledged their promises to you.
Merseyside Police aims to be the best police service in the UK. We want to deliver a quality service to the public of
Merseyside.
We have signed up to national policing pledge, which outlines the minimum standards of service the public can expect from
us.
There are ten key themes to policing pledge. The themes include answering calls promptly, giving the public a say to
influence over how their neighbourhoods and communities are policed, providing up-to-date details about local crime and
the standards within these themes fall in line with our total approach towards a total war on crime. Failed on the lot.
Do you wonder why the Country‟s up to it‟s eyes in debt, when they are paying this lot in a Court of Law for doing
absolutely nothing, particularly over such a trivial matter, that should have been confined into the dust bin, from the off.
Date: 4th July 2010

Yours sincerely
Mr Raymond Ashley
24 Clay Lane
Burtonwood
Warrington
WA5 4HG
Copies:

Chief Constable of Cheshire & Merseyside
Magistrates Court Warrington
Prime Minister David Cameron and his Assistant Nick Clegg
And any other interested person.

Maureen Spalek on YouTube
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THE PERSECUTION OF MAUREEN SPALEK
We are already living in a police state. Liverpool police acting like thugs (again)
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CHESHIRE POLICE ARREST WOMAN FOR SENDING HER SON A BIRTHDAY
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Maureen Spalek was arrested on 20th April for sending a birthday card to her own
son, who Liverpool SS have abducted, in order to try to cover ...
by realzoomy | 2 months ago | 3,772 views
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Robert Green,.......Hollie Greig and Maureen Spalek
Robert Green talking on the Tony Legend show about his arrest,hollie Greig and
touches on some very suspicious goings on in the Maureen Spalek case...
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THE PERSECUTORS OF MAUREEN SPALEK
Wonder if Diane Boden is watching this? Diane, looks like you are in the spotlight!
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CHILDABUSE WORLDWIDE governments involved and spotlighted
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David Icke Exposes Scottish Establishment Paedophile Ring - Leads All The Way To Scots Parliment 1/2
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The persecution of Maurice Kirk
malicious vindictive persecution Cardiff police Stuart Syvret Maureen Spalek Norman
Scarth superintendant Barbara Wilding lobotomy psychiatric abuse ...
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Please stop this awful din, someone call Bob Dylan!
family court utah phillips Arlo Guthrie Cat Stevens Morning has broken Maureen
Spalek Victoria Jake Ward Anna Span Arrowsmith Gravesham Kent election ...
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Why does the Pope want to come to the UK?
this is a Roman Catholic country, is it??? ... pope benadict common purpose new world
order child abuse haut de la garenne maureen spalek hollie greig ...
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Aevus Lucifer pt.5 -- Masonic Influence NEW WORLD ORDER 2012
Maureen Spalek is a victim of the Freemasons' influence in the system. Their goal is
to dominate the world, and a new Luciferian Word Order. This is ...
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Aevus Lucifer pt.6 -- Masonic Influence NEW WORLD ORDER 2012
Maureen Spalek is a victim of the Freemasons' influence in the system. Their goal is
to dominate the world, and a new Luciferian Word Order. This is ...
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